Welcome to Fashion Access Look Book – Fall-Winter 2018-19 edition curated from some of the very best collections selected from each of our show sectors including Brand Avenue, Design Street and Sourcing Zone.

All featured products are on trend with the APLF FW2018-19 Product Trends Guide covering forecasts for colours, materials and styles for bags, footwear, small leathergoods and fashion accessories.

These trends are also illustrated with show exhibits through the 3 main trends spaces at the fair, they are Fashion Trends Space, Material Trends Space and the Cashmere Trends Space.

Join us this March at Fashion Access – the Best Place in Asia for Sourcing Bags, Footwear, Small Leathergoods & Fashion Accessories.

FASHION ACCESS | 14 – 16 MARCH 2018
www.fashionaccess.aplf.com
A season in fashion that shakes up style codes and surprises us with unexpected, high-performing color duets and material contrasts.
CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY MATERIALS

Plunged lambskin / Smooth, thick leathers / Metallic patent leathers / Epi and geometric grains / Caviar motif leathers / Braided leathers / Lizard skins / Tweed and flannel effects / Quilted geometrics / Hounds tooth and herringbone motifs / Leather covered findings and buttons / Epoxy resin closures and jewellery / Giant plastic or chrome metal zippers
PRODUCTS

SHOES
- Lace-ups and zipped ankle boots
- Loafers and woven leather sneakers
- Buttoned, laced, minimal ankle boots
- Riding boots
- Urban ankle boots with ski inspiration
- Pointed pumps with thick heels
- Stretch suede thigh-high boots with flat heels

BAGS
- “Boxy”, rigid, hand-held bags
- Luxury leather totes
- Flapped bandoleer bags
- Structured bucket bags
- Urban, woven leather baskets
- Ultra-minimal satchels and briefcases
- Stiff leather luggage
- Small bags with multiple zippers
- Mini leather knapsacks
- Supple belt bags
- Clutches in 3-D geometric shapes

ACCESSORIES
- Quilted leather pouches and clutches for laptops
- Supple, fitted gloves
- Woven leather belts
- Ultra-light cashmere stoles and scarves
- Leather-covered jewellery
GUANGZHOU TIANZHI LEATHER MANUFACTURING
www.tzbag.com
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www.handbagcappucino.com
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AKIO SHOES
www.akioshoes.co.jp
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instagram.com/wannasuthailandofficial
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CONTRAST MATERIALS: ROUGH/BOHEMIAN & NATURAL/ARTIFICIAL

Vegetable-tanned leathers and natural grains / Double-face leathers / Split skins / Metallic leathers / Rustic, oiled, coated, greasy and pull-up leathers / Exotic rough leathers / Reversible sheep skin / Goat and pony furs / Waxed waterproof wool / Chunky knits / Fleeces / Felts / Woolen tartans / Floral motifs and abstracts / Brushed metal findings / Giant rivets, eyelets, hooks and chains / Horn and wood toggle closures / Ribbed edges
PRODUCTS

SHOES
• Thick-soled lace-ups
• Stretch suede boots
• Laced boots
• High-top sneakers
• Fur-lined boots
• Snow ankle boots
• Pumps and ankle boots with notched soles
• Cork platform soles
• Square toes and heels

BAGS
• Saddle bags in vegetable-tanned leathers
• Rigid bandoleer bags with curved flaps
• Reversible shopping totes
• Precious, maxi knapsacks
• Multi-functional holster and belt bags
• Fully-printed bolster and sport bags
• Fabric and leather overnight bags
• Briefcases with a vintage look
• Tiny, precious arty bags
• Pouch bags with chain straps

ACCESSORIES
• Clutches and pouches in printed leathers
• Shearling mittens
• Caps and scarves in XL knits
• Wide leather belts with giant buckles
• Wood and horn glass frames
• Resin and gold jewellery
JAY JAY JAPAN
www.johnnyjessy.com
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VIGNATO
www.f-vignato.com
Design Street
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SPORT vs GLAMOUR
TACTILE MATERIALS THAT ASSOCIATE SENSUALITY WITH INNOVATION

Metallic, satiny leathers / Stretch leathers / Patent leathers / Perforated and lacy leathers / Velvety leathers and fabrics / Colorful, exotic leathers / Stretch snake / Long-haired furs / Luxuriousnylons / Precious technical embroideries / Flocked, worked prints / Pearlized metal findings / Giant buckles and closures in lacquered wood / Chains and charms / Stones and sequins
PRODUCTS

SHOES
- Lace-ups and sneakers in exotic leathers
- Boots with sequined embroideries
- Ankle boots and pumps with transparent heels
- Ankle boots with sport soles
- Precious sneakers with multiple decorations
- Fur-lined loafers
- Precious stilettos
- Thigh-high boots in stretch snakeskin

BAGS
- Embroidered hobo bags and buckets
- Fur shopping totes
- Patent leather bolster bags
- Knapsacks with rhinestones
- Oversized belt bags in leather laces
- Mini patent leather bucket bags
- Travel bags and suitcases in exotic leathers
- Maxi zipped pouches
- Decorative, tiny lacquered wood bags with chains

ACCESSORIES
- Jewelled pouches for digital devices
- Small leather goods in exotic leathers
- Embroidered gloves
- Rhinestoned belts
- Fur stoles and scarves
ARAC.9
www.arac9.com
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GUANGZHOU HONGYU LEATHER PRODUCTS
www.plaoer.net.cn
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www.tonipons.com
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TECHNICAL AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE MATERIALS

Ultra-light leathers / Leather meshes and nettings / Colour changing metallic leathers / Wrinkled patent leathers / Water-repellent, anti-stain leathers and fabrics / Multi-colored python / Tie-dyed fake furs / Rubbers, vinyls and neoprenes / Quilted and waffled jerseys / Double-face laces / Retro, 80s graphic prints / Memphis design inspirations / Metal findings in changing colors / Resin buckles and chains / Technical ribbed edges
PRODUCTS

SHOES
- Metallic Mary-Janes
- Multi-colored sneakers
- Ranger ankle boots in transparent PVC
- Fur ankle boots
- Platform rain boots
- Patent leather pumps
- Mesh thigh-high boots with sneaker soles

BAGS
- Rigid, retro handbags
- Small flapped bags with top handles
- Precious bolster bags
- XL shopping totes
- Nylon knapsacks with multiple, functional zippers
- Travel bags in mesh and webbing
- Mini knapsacks in colorful, exotic leathers
- Tiny, delicate bags and clutches with fun motifs

ACCESSORIES
- Clutches and pouches in multiple, technical and precious materials
- Patent leather belts and gloves with ribbed edges
- Fur mittens and fingerless gloves
- Exotic leather headphones
- Resin jewellery
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www.cocomojoworld.com
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www.aplf.com/en-us/38478/ningbo
jinlong-imp-exp-co-ltd
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ARE YOU ALL SET?

- Register for a visitor badge
- Sign up for on-site events
- Check out online showrooms
- Apply for a exhibitor stand